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ABSTRACT
In recent years, space-time block co'des (STBC) for multi-antenna wireless systems have
emerged as attractive encoding schemes for wireless communications. These codes
provide full diversity gain and achieve good performance with simple receiver
structures without the additional increase in bandwidth or power requirements. When
implemented over broadband channels, STBCs can be combined with orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) or single carrier frequency domain (SC-FD)
transmission schemes to achieve multi-path diversity and to decouple the broadband
frequency selective channel into independent flat fading channels.
This dissertation focuses on the SC-FD transmission schemes that exploit the STBC
structure to provide computationally cost efficient receivers in terms of equalization and
channel estimation. The main contributions in this dissertation are as follows:
• The original SC-FD STBC receiver that bench marks STBC in a frequency selective
channel is limited to coherent detection where the knowledge of the channel state
information (CSI) is assumed at the receiver. We extend this receiver to a multiple
access system. Through analysis and simulations we prove that the extended system
does not incur any performance penalty. This key result implies that the SC-FD
STBC scheme is suitable for multiple-user systems where higher data rates are
possible.
• The problem of channel estimation is considered in a time and frequency selective
environment. The existing receiver is based on a recursive least squares (RLS)
adaptive algorithm and provides joint equalization and interference suppression. We
utilize a system with perfect channel state information (CSI) to show from
simulations how various design parameters for the RLS algorithm can be selected in
order to get near perfect CSI performance.
• The RLS receiver has two modes of operation viz. training mode and direct decision
mode. In training mode, a block of known symbols is used to make the initial
estimate. To ensure convergence of the algorithm a re-training interval must be
predefined. This results in an increase in the system overhead. A linear predictor
that utilizes the knowled~e of the autocorrelation function for a Rayleigh fading
channel is developed. The predictor is combined with. the adaptive receiver to
provide a bandwidth efficient receiver by decreasing the training block size.· The
simulation results show that the performance penalty for the new system is
negligible.
• Finally, a new Q-R based receiver is developed to provide a more robust solution to
the RLS adaptive receiver. The simulation results clearly show that the new receiver
outperforms the RLS based receiver at higher Doppler frequencies, where rapid
channel variations result in numerical instability of the RLS algorithm. The linear
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Wireless communication has emerged as one of the most active areas in research for the
simple reason that today it covers a wide array of applications. Some of these include
wireless sensor networks, high speed wireless internet and video transmission over
wireless channels. The demand for higher information capacity in these and other
similar applications has motivated the use of broadband wireless channels in order to
provide wider bandwidth and higher data rates. In addition, multi-user communication
schemes are also employed in order to allow users to share the same physical channel
thereby contributing to even higher data rates.





The recent 3rd generation (3G) standard provides support for a number of these new
techniques. These include the following:
• Turbo codes: These error correcting codes [45] use the idea of parallel
concatenation of simple codes to define powerful error correction mechanisms.
The performance improves as one repeatedly iterates the decoder.
• Multi-user detection: This is theoretically superior to co-channel suppression or
cancellation techniques [14], and can increase capacity considerably. In
particular, the pilot signals on the code division multiple access (CDMA) uplink
enable fairly sophisticated multi-user detection at the base-station.
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• Space-time processing: Various techniques include spatial multiplexing [47], the
use of the so called smart antennas [46] and space time coding, have been
developed.
This dissertation focuses on the use of space time coding to improve the data rate of the
communication systems. Space time coding is a key part of research that involves the
development of efficient signal transmission techniques and advanced receiver
structures that result in an increase in wireless capacity without the additional increase
in bandwidth or power requirements. The challenge that limits the performance of such
multi-user communication systems is the distortion that is introduced by the coupled
communication channels in the form of fading conditions, inter-symbol intefference
(ISI), inter-user interference, and noise. Another challenge is the increasing complexity
of the receiver due to the large number of users and the long impulse response of
wideband or frequency selective channels. Hence the previous flat or narrowband
channel model does not hold for many current and next generation wireless
applications.
Direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) has emerged as the
dominant multiple access technique in 3G cellular networks. During DS-CDMA
downlink, the frequency selective channel may destroy the orthogonality of user signals
and hence induce severe multi-user interference (MUI). Space time block code (STBC)
[1] has been introduced in the wideband CDMA (WCDMA) and CDMA2000 standards.
However, these codes were designed assuming a narrowband channel model. Therefore,
space-time equalization becomes imperative in order to combat the ISI and MUI that
results from the frequency selective channel.
Two good examples where multi-user MIMO communications are used are wireless
local area networks (WLANs) and cellular telephony, where a single base station must
communicate with many users simultaneously. WLANs are well suited for MIMO
technology because of the rich multipath environment in which they are usually
deployed. This is an important criterion for achieving high capacity. In such
applications, the user mobility may be regarded as very slow, and the channel may be
regarded as quasi-static. However, cellular telephone applications are more challenging
due to the high user mobility and restrictions on the cost and size of the mobile device.
2
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Hence, in addition, the mobility of the users may cause the channel impulse response
(CIR) to vary rapidly. The channel in this case becomes a time-selective channel and the
equalization problem becomes an even more challenging one. In effect, joint channel
estimation, equalization and interference suppression is required at the receiver.
Under such conditions, transmission schemes that exploit spatial diversity and enable
reliable transmission at high data rates become desirable. Among the promising
encoding schemes for such scenarios are space-time block codes (STBC) [1] for multi-
antenna wireless systems. These codes provide full diversity gains and achieve good
performance with simple receiver structures without the additional increase in
bandwidth or power requirements.
When implemented over broadband channels, STBCs can be combined with orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) or single carrier frequency domain (SC-FD)
transmission schemes to achieve multi-path diversity and to decouple the broadband
frequency selective channel into independent flat channels. Although OFDM has
become the technique of choice for many high-data rate wireless applications, OFDM
systems are multi-carrier systems and hence have several disadvantages such as
sensitivity to carrier frequency offset and higher computational complexity, as opposed
to its single carrier counter part. In this dissertation we focus on the SC-FD scheme
combined with STBC in order to provide a transmission scheme that exploits the unique
STBC structure to preserve orthogonality and suppress ISI and MUI.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 provide a brief
description of the data transmission model and channel model for the communications
link that are used throughout this dissertation. We then cover the basics of STBC
(Alarnouti scheme) for narrowband channels in section 1.4. A key assumption made in
most multi-user systems is the availability of the channel state information (CSI) at the
receiver. An overview of various channel estimation techniques used to estimate the
CSI is given in section 1.6. An overview of the different equalization techniques used
for STBC in frequency selective channels is given in section 1.7. Finally we provide the




The following notations are used for the rest of this dissertation. Upper case letters
denote matrices, lower case letters stand for column vectors;
(-f ' (Y and (.t represent conjugate, transpose and Hermitian, respectively; E [.]
stands for expectation and I N denotes an identity matrix of size N x N. FN is for an
N x N discrete fourier transform (DFT) matrix.IHI denotes the Euclidean norm and
cond(-) stands for condition number. O(n) denotes the order of n multiplications.
Re {.} stands for the real part of the term.
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Fig. 1.1 Data transmission model
Some basic elements that are found in a data transmission system is shown in Fig. 1.1.
To ensure reliable transmission, channel coding which introduces some controlled
redundancy to the data, is performed on the data sequence. The coded data is then fed
into the transmit filter to yield an analog signal for baseband transmission. The
modulator moves the signal to a desired pass band using a predefined constellation.
These include amplitude shift keying (ASK), phase shift keying (PSK) and frequency
shift keying (FSK).
The passband signal is then transmitted over the channel. In wireless channels, typical
problems include multipath propagation and both frequency and time selective fading,
with rapid time-varying characteristics. More details of the channel model are given in
4
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the next section. At the receiver, after demodulation and matched filtering, the channel
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Fig. 1.2 Equivalent baseband model
For the remainder of this thesis, the discrete time baseband representation, shown in
Fig. 1.2 is used. The channel coding and decoding blocks are taken without change from
the analog scheme. The remaining blocks are combined into a equivalent, discrete-time,
baseband ISI channel specified by a discrete-time impulse response.
1.4 Channel Model
When the doppler spread between multi-paths of a channel exceed the symbol duration
of the data, the channel experiences time selective fading. The channel experiences
frequency selective fading when the coherent bandwidth of the channel is smaller than
the symbol bandwidth. Inter-symbol interference (ISI) is the distortion that results from
frequency selective fading while rapid variation of channel conditions is the result of
time-selective fading. Throughout this thesis, the time selective fading is modelled
using the well known lakes model [18]. The fading process x[n] using the sum of
sinusoids method is represented as [18,26]
N,
[] L -j(2Jr!n"+Bi)X n = c·e 'I ,
;=1
( 1.1)
where 1~ i ~ N s ' Ns is the total number of sinusoids, ID
i
is the normalized Doppler
frequency and f)i is the phase offset.
The ISI channel is modelled as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. The received








In (1.2), hk are the tap coefficients, L is the channel memory (length of the FIR), YIl-k
is the transmitted sequence and w
ll
is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The
above expression clearly shows that the received symbol at time n is a linear
combination of L + I transmitted symbols which represent the ISI effect. Hence ISI
results when the channel is frequency selective.
The overall tap delay line model is shown is Fig. 1.3. The D elements represent the
delay components of the channel. In the 2.5G (EDGE) standard, the transmit filter
shown in Fig.l.l is essentially a Gaussian minimum shift key (GMSK) filter. In order to
model the channel for this standard, the overall channel impulse response is pulse
shaped with the GMSK filter. This model is described in chapter 3, section 3.4.
f---- •••






Fig. 1.3 Tap delay line model for a frequency selective channel
1.5 Space Time Block Codes





column vector X is fed into a predefined block encoder that generates a matrix X
containing the coded symbols. Hence, in general the size of X is M, x N which means
that the K symbols are transmitted over N time intervals from M, transmit antennas.







Smaller code rate implies increased system overhead and hence reduced overall
transmission rate. When K = N, we have a full-rate code. The Alamouti code [1] is a
full rate code.
Fig. 1.4 Two transmit and one receive antenna system
An instance of this code is shown in in Fig. lA. The transmitter is equipped with two







Under the assumption that the channel is quasi-static (i.e it is fixed for two consecutive
symbol periods) the received sequence is given by
(1.5)
where X =[Xl X 2 ; -X; X~ J, h = [~ ~r' and n =[n l n2r. By conjugating the
second term we can write the received sequence in terms of the data vector. Hence we
have














Fig. 1.5 Block diagram for the Alamouti scheme
The overall block diagram for the Alamouti scheme is shown m Fig. 1.5. The
availability of the channel knowledge is assumed by the equalizer. The equalizer uses
this knowledge to estimate the transmitted symbols. A brief overview of the various
channel estimation techniques is given in the section 1.6. Two commonly used single
input single out (SISO) equalizers are described next.
1.5.1 Maximum Likelihood Detector
Multiplying the received vector y in (1.6) by HH from the left results in
(1.7)
=ax+n',
maximum likelihood (ML) detector with constant energy per symbol (PSK
transmission) is given by





1.5.2 Minimum Mean-Square Error Detector
INTRODUCTION
Using the linearly combined version of the received sequence in (1.6), the mean square
error estimates of x are given by [24]
( )
-1
, • 1 • _




I~J- +JhJ +1/ SNR -
(1.9)
where SNR denotes the signal to nOIse ratio defined as 0"" 100s with 0"", and o"s
representing the noise and signal covariance, respectively. The output is then applied to
a slicer that maps the output of minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector to the
closest constellation point.
1.5.3 Advantages of the Alamouti Code
The key advantages of the Alamouti scheme are as follows:
• It achieves full spatial diversity at full transmission rate.
• This scheme does not require the knowledge of the channel state information
(CSI) at the transmitter.
• The Alamouti scheme caters for ML or MMSE equalization which requires only
simple linear processing at the receiver due to the orthogonal structure. This
makes this scheme ideal for implementation in mobile terminals of wireless
networks.
One drawback of that the Alamouti scheme has over schemes such as space time trellis
coding (STTC) is that it does not provide any coding gain due to the absence of memory
in these codes.
1.6 Channel Estimation
Channel estimation IS defined as the process of characterising the effect that the
physical channel has on the input sequence. The channel estimation algorithms that
9
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have been proposed in the literature can be classified into three mam categories:
training, semi-blind and blind methods.
n
~
·1 channelH I "EB " yS X
:. Unaccessible ~: .. Accessible -.;
Fig. 1.6 Blind Channel estimation problem
Blind channel estimation implies that the problem only has the observation signal, y,
available for processing and estimation of channel H. This is shown in Fig. 1.6. Blind
techniques do not use training data, but instead they use certain prior information that is
inherent in the original strings of the data symbols. The process of blindly estimating
the channel rests on the exploitation of structures of the channel and properties of the
input. The typical assumption made in blind techniques is that the input has known
probabilistic description such as distribution and moments [39].
Conventional receivers use training sequences embedded in each block to estimate the
CSI. The common pilot channel (CPICH) in 3G systems is an example of this [40,13].
However, the addition of training sequences decreases the overall throughput.
Pure blind channel estimation algorithms that are proposed [41,42,43] have high
complexity and the performance penalty compared to training based receivers is
significant.
Semi-blind methods are a combination of existing training and blind methods that aim
to estimate the channel using not only the known data in the transmitted signal and its
corresponding observation, but also the observation of the unknown transmitted signal.
Semi-blind channel estimation is motivated by the fact that in modem communication
systems there are known pilot symbols that can be used to improve the performance of
the channel estimation algorithm. Semi-blind channel estimation has also attracted
attention due to the need for fast and efficient channel estimation algorithms. In most
cases, a weighted linear combination of the cost function for the blind and trainina -
b
based channel estimation algorithms are used to form the optimisation function of the
10
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semi-blind method. Examples of semi-blind adaptive algorithms include least mean
squares (LMS), recursive least squares (RLS) and lattice based algorithms. We will now
give a survey of the various equalization schemes that are available for STBC in
frequency selective channels.
1.7 Overview of Equalization Schemes for Space Time Block Codes in Frequency
Selective Channels
There are three main joint equalization and decoding schemes. These are
• Time reversal STBC (TR-STBC).
• Orthogonal frequency division multiplexed STBC (OFDM-STBC).
• Single carrier frequency domain equalized based STBC (SC-FDE-STBC)
A detailed overview of various equalization schemes for space-time coded signals is
presented in [17]. For the descriptions to follow, we consider the case of two transmit
antennas and one receive antenna.
1.7.1 Time reversal Space Time Block Code
TR-STBC, introduced in [3], is effectively an extension of the Alamouti STBC scheme
to frequency selective channels by imposing the orthogonal structure at a block level
and not symbol level. The transmitted blocks from antenna 1 and 2 at time k +1 is
generated by the following encoding rule.
(k+l) _ -J. '(K)
XI - x2 '
(k+I) _ -J. '(K)
X2 - XI·
(1.10)
J is the time reversal matrix that consists of ones in its main anti-diagonal and zeros
everywhere else. To eliminate inter-block interference (IBI), adjacent blocks are
guarded by the all-zero guard sequence with length equal to the length of the channel.
At the receiver end, TR-STBC employs linear combination techniques to eliminate the
mutual interference between the two transmit antennas.
11
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Essentially, TR-STBC uses complex conjugate, time reversal and matched filtering
operations to convert the two input single output channel into two equivalent 'SISO
channels. The equivalent SISO channel is given by
(1.11)
Standard SISO equalization techniques can now be applied. The major disadvantages of
this scheme are as follows:
• Maximum multipath diversity is not ensured.
• This scheme does not handle the IBI at the beginning and end of each block
burst.
We will now describe two other alternative schemes.
1.7.2 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed Space Time Block Code
In OFDM, the high-rate input stream is demultiplexed and transmitted over N low-rate
independent frequency sub carriers, with N representing the block size of the
transmitted data.
In order to eliminate IBI, a guard sequence that is equal to the length of the channel is
added. This ensures that the individual subcarriers are isolated at the receiver. The most
commonly used guard sequence is the cyclic prefix (CP) which reduces the channel
matrix to a circulant channel matrix [46]. The circulant matrix can be diagonalized by
the DFT operation. OFDM possesses the advantage of having flexibility since multiple
signals at different rates and quality of service (QOS) requirements can be transmitted
over parallel frequency sub carriers.
However, there are two main drawbacks ofOFDM, namely:
• A high peak to average rate (PAR) which results in large backoff with non-linear
amplifiers.
• High sensitivity to frequency offset and phase noise.
12
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1.7.3 Single Carrier Frequency Domain Equalized Space Time Block Code
The main difference between the SC-FDE and its OFDM counter part is that the IDFT
block is moved to the receiver end and placed before the decision device. This causes
the deep nulls in the channel frequency response to spread out over all symbol periods,
hence improving the overall performance. Due to this added advantage, the SC-FDE is
pursued as the option for equalization in this dissertation. Furthermore, when combined
with CP transmission, the IBI is effectively removed. In [5], it is proven that the SC-
FDE STBC achieves maximum diversity order. Detailed description of the SC-FDE is
given in chapter 2.
1.8 Motivation for Research
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) was established as a promising alternative to
Time and Frequency Division Multiple Access (TDMA, FDMA) [32]. On the other
hand in the case of high performance CDMA systems, there are major challenges that
limit the bit error rate (BER) performance, capacity and throughput. These include
multi-user interference (MUI), time-selective and frequency-selective fading and multi-
path propagation.
The current CDMA systems rely on long a-periodic pseudo-random (PN) codes with
strict power control to restrict MUI. The MUI suppression capability of these systems is
limited by the number of interfering users. However, in the case of Direct-Sequence
(DS) CDMA, proposals with symbol-periodic short spreading codes relax the need for
strict power control. The disadvantage with this is the requirement of high-complexity
MUI cancellers that are less affordable at the mobile unit downlink. Hence, unless
bandwidth is sacrificed, performance degradation is experienced by high-mobility and
high data transmission users due to time and frequency selective fading.
Multistage demodulators [34], decision-feedback receivers [35], and adaptive detectors
[36] offer useful alternatives to the highly complex ML receivers in the absence of




Initial efforts in trying to solve this problem were proposed in [37], [38] and [39].
However these schemes require the knowledge of the multipath channels for all users
and suppress MUI statically even when the prefect channel state information (CSI) is
available at the receiver.
Multi-carrier (MC-CDMA) multi-user schemes (Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) systems) [40, 41] suppress MUI due to the user specific
orthogonal sub-carrier codes that retain their orthogonality regardless of the multipath.
However, symbol recovery is not assured due to the sensitivity to phase and carrier
offset. Furthermore, MC-CDMA schemes are not power-efficient because their
transmissions are not constant modulus.
Due to the limitations of the existing DS and MC multi-user transmission schemes, a
new multiple access scheme over frequency-selective and time-selective channels that
arises at high date rates and high mobility, respectively, is desired.
The chip-interleaved block-spread (CIBS) CDMA proposed in [33] relies on spreading
a block of symbols with long yet structured and deterministic user codes. This can be
viewed as block-spread transmissions with chip-interleaved symbols spread by short
codes. This scheme is simple with transceivers involving interleavers and low-
complexity matched filters. Furthermore it offers flexibility as it can revert to DS-
CDMA, TDMA and FDMA.
The CIBS-CDMA can be enhanced with advanced space-time coding to benefit from
the extra spatial diversity gains offered by multiple transmit antennas. This becomes
particularly useful during downlink were multiple antennas are deployed at the base
station instead of the low cost mobile unit.
Space time block code (STBC), which was first introduced in [1] and later generalized
in [2], has been an attractive MIMO technique due to its simple linear processing at the
receiver. The scheme in [1] is designed for frequency flat channels. STBC DS-CDMA
downlink schemes have been proposed for UMTS and IS-2000 W-CDMA standards.




In order to extend STBC to broad-band wireless applications, such a scheme had to be
designed in the presence of frequency-selective multi-path channels. Improved versions
of this scheme are developed with the time reversal space time block code (TR-STBC)
in [3], and the single carrier space time block-coded transmission (SC-STBC) in [4], [5]
and [7]. In [5] the proposed SC-STBC achieves full antenna and multipath diversity
while handling edge effects by zero post-fix unlike the schemes provided in [3] and [7].
The scheme in [7] provides a novel transmission format that, for a single user system,
achieves a maximum diversity order N,Nr (L +1) in rich scattering environments, where
NI (N,.) is the number of transmit (receive) antennas and L is the order of the finite
impulse response (FIR) channel. This scheme therefore bench marks performance and
capacity over space time (ST) frequency-selective channels
In [38], [37] and [13], the DS-CDMA downlink scheme is combined with the SC-STBC
scheme to enable maximum antenna and spatial diversity. The results in [13] show that
the new proposed receiver out performs the Rake receiver that is currently deployed in
the DS-CDMA systems.
Given the limited spectrum resource, multiple users sharing a common frequency
selective channel becomes a very important option in order to efficiently use this
resource. Therefore extending [7] for multiple users become an important task.
Furthermore, the performance penalty of such an extension is an important issue.
The system presented in [7] assumes perfect knowledge of the channel. The case when
the time and frequency selective channel is not available at the receiver is not discussed.
Hence although [7] benchmarks STBC for frequency selective channels, performance
with high-mobility and high data transmission users that results in time and frequency
selective fading has not been properly evaluated.
Therefore conservation of bandwidth and the performance of the STBC system when
the receiver does not have perfect channel state information are two key issues that must





The focus of this thesis is on the SC-FD transmission schemes that exploit the STBC
structure to provide computationally cost efficient receivers in terms of equalization and
channel estimation. More specifically, in chapter 2 the original SC-FD STBC receiver is
extended to a multiple access system. Through analysis and simulations we prove that
the extended system does not incur any performance penalty. This key result therefore
implies that this scheme is suitable for multiple-user systems with higher data rates.
In chapter 3, we look at the problem of channel estimation in a time and frequency
selective environment. The existing receiver is based on a recursive least squares (RLS)
adaptive algorithm that provides joint equalization and interference suppression [8].
Through computer simulations, we replicate the same results presented in [8] for
various Doppler frequencies. We then utilize a system with perfect channel state
information (CSI) and show from simulations how various design parameters for the
RLS algorithm can be selected in order to get near perfect CSI performance. In Chapter
4, a linear predictor that uses the knowledge of the autocorrelation function of the
channel is developed and combined with the adaptive receiver to provide a bandwidth
efficient receiver. The simulation results provided shows that there is no performance
loss.
Finally in chapter 5, a new Q-R based receIver IS developed to provide a more
numerically stable solution than the RLS adaptive receiver. The simulation results
clearly show that the new receiver outperforms the RLS based receiver at higher
Doppler frequencies.
1.10 Original Contribution
• The original SC-FD STBC receiver [7] is extended to a multiple access system in
chapter 2, section 2.3. In the same chapter, through analysis in section 2.6 and




• The problem of channel estimation is treated in a time and frequency selective
environment. The existing receiver is based on a recursive least squares (RLS)
adaptive algorithm and provides joint equalization and interference suppression. In
chapter 3, section 3.5, we utilize a system with perfect channel state information
(CSI) and show from simulations how various design parameters for the RLS
algorithm can be selected in order to get near perfect CSI performance.
• The RLS receiver has two modes of operation viz. training mode and direct decision
mode. In training mode, a block of known symbols is used to make the initial
estimate. To prevent convergence of the algorithm a re-training interval must be
predefined. This results in an increase in the system overhead. A linear predictor
that utilizes the knowledge of the autocorrelation function for a Rayleigh fading
channel is developed. In chapter 4, section 4.5, the predictor is combined with the
adaptive. receiver to provide a bandwidth efficient receiver by decreasing the
training block size. In section 4.6.1 of the same chapter, the simulation results
provided shows that the performance loss for the new system is negligible.
• Finally, a new Q-R based receiver is developed to provide a more robust solution to
the RLS adaptive receiver in chapter 5, section 5.5.1. The simulation results in
section 5.6 clearly show that the new receiver outperforms the RLS based receiver at
higher Doppler frequencies, where rapid channel variations result in numerical
instability of the RLS algorithm. The linear predictor is also added to the new
receiver 111 section 5.5.2 which results in a more robust and bandwidth efficient
receiver.
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CHAPTER 2
SINGLE-CARRIER SPACE TIME BLOCK CODES IN MULTIPLE
ACCESS SYSTEMS
2.1 Introduction
In an attempt to lDcrease the data rate of communication systems, the bandwidth
requirements have also increased. The frequency spectrum has become a scarce
resource and hence efficient utilization of this resource is imperative. Given this limited·
resource, multiple users sharing a common frequency selective channel are considered
in this chapter.
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have been proven to significantly
increase the system capacity in rich scattering environments. Space time block code
(STBC), which was first introduced in [1] and later generalized in [2], has been an
attractive MIMO technique due to its simple linear processing at the receiver. The
scheme proposed in [1] was designed for frequency flat channels. In order to extend
STBC to broad-band wireless applications, such a scheme had to be designed in the
presence of frequency-selective multipath channels. Therefore improved versions of this
scheme were developed with the time reversal space time block code (TR-STBC) in [3],
and the single carrier space time block-coded transmission (SC-STBC) in [4], [5] and
[7]. In [5] the proposed SC-STBC achieves full antenna and multipath diversity while
handling edge effects by zero post-fix unlike the schemes provided in [3] and [7]. This
scheme therefore benchmarks performance and capacity over space time (ST)
frequency-selective channels.
Extensions of the systems, described in [3] and [7] for multi-user transmission, are
provided in [6] and [10], respectively. No performance analysis for the multi-user TR-
STBC is given in [10]. It is shown in [6] that the multi-user system achieves the same
diversity order as the single-user system. But the question left unanswered is "does any
performance penalty in terms of signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) incur due to multi-user
interference?" Motivated by this question, we will derive the SNR for the SC-ST
transmitter and receiver techniques over multi-user environments for the system
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provided in [5]. The approach followed is similar to that shown in [6] for the time-
reversed space-time technique. In a multi-user system each user is equipped with
multiple transmit and receive antennas over a common multiple access channel. Such a
system configuration is motivated by the need of efficient bandwidth utilization.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses the cyclic prefix (CP)
transmission which eliminates the inter-symbol-interference (ISI) effect and induces a
circulant channel structure. The circulant structure can be exploited at the receiver to
great advantage as will be shown in the rest of the dissertation. In section 2.3 the input-
output model for the single and multi-user scenarios are presented. Section 2.4 looks at
the different single carrier transmission schemes that are available as shown in [5].
Section 2.5 details the equalization and decoding designs in an MMSE sense. In section
2.6, we show that the multiple user system incurs no performance penalty in terms of
diversity and SNR when compared to the single user case. The simulation results are
presented in section 2.6, while conclusions are drawn in Section 2.7.
2.2 Cyclic Prefix Transmission
The long impulse response sequence associated with frequency-selective channels
results in ISI and hence degrades the system performance. To combat the ISI effects,
equalization and extra symbols, known as cyclic prefix (CP), are used to decompose the
frequency selective channel into independent flat channels. This reduces the required
complexity of the equalizer.
Consider the data sequence x(n) that is transmitted over a frequency selective channel
h = [h(O) ... h(L)r'where L denotes the channel length. The received sequence yen) is
given by the convolution sum
L
yen) = :L>(k)x(n -k) + wen),
k=O
(2.1)
where wen) are the noise samples which are assumed zero mean Gaussian with white
power spectrum. The above expression clearly shows that the received symbol at time
11 is a linear combination of L +1 transmitted symbols which represent the ISI effect. In
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order to combat the ISI, the frequency-selective channel h is converted into parallel flat
channels. By collecting R samples of the received sequence and ignoring the noise




(2.2)= x(O)y(R - 2) h(L) h(O)




where HT' defined in (2.2), is the Toeplitz channel matrix of dimensions R x (R + L).
We will now proceed to convert this Toeplitz structure to a circulant structure as the
latter has very useful mathematical properties. If the symbols {x( - L),. . " x(-I)} are
replaced by {x(R - L),'" x(R -I)} , which represents CP insertion, then (2.2) reduces to




o h(L) h(O) 0




The CP given above falls under a special class known as linearly precoded CP only (LP
- CP). The different types of CP insertions are discussed in section 2.4. The important
result to be observed is that the channel matrix is now a R x R circulant matrix. We
define this channel matrix as,
h(O) 0 h(L) h(l)
H= (2.4)
0 0 h(L) h(O) 0
0 0 0 h(L) h(O)
where the ~ emphasizes the circulant structure. H can be diagonalized through the
following decomposition [5]:
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H- =FH . i\.. FR R' (2.5)
where F
R
is the R x R unitary discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix with the (i,kyh
element defined as
1 2;r k
[F] ~ t;; e-//1' j =~, i, k =1,2,.··, R-1.
R i.k -V R '
(2.6)
Furthermore, i\. is the diagonal matrix with the entries given by the R -point DFT of the
channel impulse response vector h. Next we define y ~ FR· Y and x ~ F R . x, where
y = [y(O) y(l) ... y(R -1)rand x = [x(O)x(l) ... x(R -1)r .By applying the DFT
matrix to the received data block in (2.3) and using the unitary property FR· F: = I R we
get
F ·y=F ·H·xR R '
= F ·fI·FH·F ·xR R R ,
Y =i\.. x.
(2.7)
Therefore the original sequence y in (2.3) which suffers from the ISI effect is now
decomposed into a sequence y in which each entry is equivalent to transmitting
symbols over a flat channel i\.. Hence, standard single input single out (SISO)
equalization techniques can now be applied. This forms the basis of SC transmission. In
the next section, the STBC structure is combined with the SC transmission to provide
the capacity achieving scheme presented in [5]. The system is then extended to the
multi-user case.
2.3 Input-Output Model for the Multiple Access System
The overall SC-STBC transceiver for the case of single user equipped with two transmit
antennas and one receive antenna is shown is Fig. 2.1. The explanation to follow is
baseq on this special case. The derivation for the general case of more than two transmit
antennas and multiple receive antennas is given in [5].
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Fig. 2.1 Overall single-carrier STBC transceiver model for a single user
The information bearing data symbols d(n) , which belongs to a fixed constellation, are
initially converted to R x I blocks:
den) S/J' )d(i)~[d(iR), ... ,d(iR+R-I)y. (2.8)
The serial index n is related to the block index i by n = iR + q, q E [0, R -1]. Two
consecutive blocks of d(i) , denoted by 2i and 2i + I, are multiplied by the R x N
precoder matrix e to give the following N x I output.
e x [d(2i) d(2i+l)y =[x(2i) x(2i+l)y ~[XI x2Y'.







where P is the permutation matrix drawn from a set of permutation matrices {p~n) r=-~ .
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CP CP
2"d burst
[x(2i + 1)r [Px(2i)r
1......1----\si burst -------.~---
Fig. 2.2 Cyclic prefix Transmission
The overall transmission format is depicted in Fig. 2.2. The addition of cyclic prefix
(CP) at the transmitter together with the removal of CP at the receiver, as shown in Fig.
2.1, gives the following channel input-output relationship:
J
y(i) =! Hpx(i) +w(i),
p=J
(2. J J)
where xci) is the received i 'h block sequence, Hp is the circulant channel matrix and
w(i) is the noise term which is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian with variance No.
The index for the two different channels is denoted by . j.1. Using (2. J0), the received
sequence for the first and second sub-blocks, is given by
y(2i) = HJxJ+ H 2x2 + w(2i),
y(2i + 1) = -HJPx; + H2Px; + w(2i + 1).
(2.12)
In the steps to follow the reader is referred to properties P.! and P.2 [5] that are
relegated to Appendix A. Pre-multiplying the second expression above by P and taking
conjugate results in the following expression.
(2. I3)
The resultant hermitian channel'matrix is due to property P.2 in Appendix A. Next we
define y(i)~FNy(i), 77(i)~FNW(i) and Xp~FNXp V JL=I,2,where FN is defined as in
(2.6). Using property P.! in Appendix A (also see (2.5») the output after the DFT
operation can be written as follows.
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y(2i) = Alx 1 + A2x2 +77(2i),




represents the diagonalized channel matrix of H I, . As proven in [5], it
should be noted that the resulting noise term after the DFT operation is still white with
variance No. It is important to note that pre and post-multiplying the channel matrix by
P in (2.13) results in the hermitian channel matrix. This in turn, using property P.!,
results in the preservation of the Alamouti structure after the DFT operation as shown in
(2.14). This expression can be re-written as follows:
(2.15)
Defining y I ~ [y(2i) y(2i + 1)r ' s ~ [XI x2rand 771 ~ [77(2i) 77(2i + 1)r, and'using
DJ as defined in (2.15), we get
(2.16)
We can now extend this model to the two receive antenna case. By defining
(2.17)
where D2 is similarly defined as DJ for the second receive antenna.
[ X;I)
STBC encoder
.~X~I) ] [ XlI' x~1) ]
-P~;") Px'(l) lIUser 1
Space-Time
J/ l Multi-userDecoderSTBC encoder







Fig. 2.3 Two-user system configuration
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Fig. 2.3 shows the system configuration we are about to describe for the two user
scenario. As shown, each user is equipped with two transmit and one receive ante~as.
By introducing the corresponding channel and data matrices for user one and user two,
(2.17) is modified to
(2.18)
where the superscript indicates the corresponding user. Generalizing this for M r receive
antennas and K users, each equipped with two transmit antennas, we finally get
(2.19)
which concludes the derivation for the general multi-user case. A brief overview of the
different single carrier schemes given in [5] is discussed next. These schemes vary by
the selection of the precoder matrix, e. The equalization and unitary combining steps
are explained thereafter.
2.4 Overview of Single Carrier Schemes in Rich Scattering Environments
2.4.1 CP-Only Transmission
CP only transmission refers to the class of block transmission where there is no
precoding i.e. e =I
R
and xCi) =d(i). It was proven is [5] that such a system achieves a
diversity order of G" = 2 for the two transmit and one receive antenna case. This is
nothing but antenna diversity and hence such a system is said to suffer from loss of
multipath diversity. The system presented in [7] is an example of this.
2.4.2 Linearly Precoded Cyclic Prefix (LP-CP)
When xCi) =ed(i) , and e", I K ' this type of transmission is termed LP-CP. The two
variations are referred to as redundant LP-CP, when N = R , and non-redundant, when
N =R + L. It is established in [5] that both these schemes achieve the maximum
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diversity order of N,N
R
(L+l), with NR and N r denoting the number of receive and
transmit antennas, respectively.
2.4.3 Affine Precoded Cyclic Prefix (AP-CP)
This class of precoding is governed by the following equation:
xCi) =0d(i) + 0'b(i).
The term b(i) is a known symbol vector.
This can also be written as
(2.20)
given a specific choice of the permutation matrix P = p/~R) =[ p~O) piO)r. This choice
implies that the data blocks and the known symbol blocks are both time reversed. As
shown in [5], this format of transmission has the data block surrounded by a pre-amble
and a post-amble of known symbols. This results in an increase in the overhead.
2.4.4 Zero Padding Only
If we let b(i) = 0 then two adjacent blocks are surrounded by two zero blocks oflength
L each. For a channel of length L, a padding of length L is only required. This
corresponds to the removal of the cr insertion operation at the transmitter. The ZP-only
system therefore not only saves the transmitted power occupied by CP but also
increases the overall rate of the system by decreasing the overhead requirements. It is
proven in [5] that this scheme also achieves full diversity order. The equalization and
decoding steps are described next.
2.5 Equalization and Decoding
The initial part of this section details the derivation of the decoupled data for the single
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then the unitary operator as defined in [5] (also see P.3in Appendix A) is given by
(2.22)
where 0 stands for the kronecker product. The unitary operator, U, has the following
two properties [5]:
U H ·U=I 2N ,
U H ·D J =1 2 0D 12 ·
Combining (2.15) with the unitary operator yields the following output:
Z(i)~UH.[ y(2i) ]=UH.[X1]+UH.[ r;(2i) ].
y(2i + 1) x2 r;(2i +1)
(2.23)
(2.24)
The resultant noise tenn, Tf(i) ~ U H [r;(2i) r;(2i +1)r' is still white with each entry
having variance No. Recall that xJI ~ FNxJI V Jl=I,2 and using (2.9), the unitary
output equation (2.24) can be re-written as
(2.25)
Next we define the matrix A ~ DI2 FN 8. Since the focus of this system is simple linear
processing with minimal receiver complexity, the linear zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer and
the block minimum mean square (MMSE) equalizer that provides low complexity
alternatives are considered. From [5], the MMSE block equalizer is given by
(2.26)
where 0"" is the covariance of noise, O"s is signal covariance and rMMS£ is the MMSE
equalizer coefficients. The symbol vectors are assumed to be white with covariance
matrix R s ~ E [ x(i)x
H (i) ] = O"~IN· With 0"", = 0 , (2.26) reduces to the ZF solution.
Finally the estimates of the decoupled data for the two blocks can be written as
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d(2i) \;f i = 2i,
d(2i+1) \;f i=2i+1.
(2.27)
We will now turn our attention to the two user case. In order to decouple the data for the
different users, a new unitary operator has to be defined. To derive the solution for this
tenn, the method of back substitution is used. Firstly, a new unitary operator is defined
as:
(2.28)
For the derivations to follow, the diagonal matrix given in (2.21) is re-defined for user
one and user two as D;~) and D~;) , respectively.
The entries M, J, K and L of the unitary operator in (2.28) are chosen such that after
multiplying (2.18) with the unitary operator the following equation holds:
(2.29)
see that the solutions for the unitary operator entries J and K are given as




If we let the unitary entries L =M =12N , then plugging into the expression for the
unitary operator and ignoring the noise tenn in (2.29), we get
(2.31 )
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The solutions for the diagonal matrices are given as
D(I)F (1) - M J12 N X - YI + Y2 '
D(2)F X(2) =Kv + Ly .
12 N • 1 2
Using this result, the data for the two users can finally be decoupled as follows:
(D
(ll_D(2)(D(2))-I D(I))F 8d(l) =y _D(2)(D(2))-l y1 I 2 2· N I I 2 2'
(Di2) - Dil ) (D~I)rD~2) ) FN8d(2) = -Dil ) (D~I)ry 1 + Y2·
(2.32)
(2.33)
The derivation for the MMSE equalizer is straight forward. For example, using the first
equation in (2.33), the data for user 1 can be estimated by defining the matrix
(2.34),
and defining the MMSE equalizer as
Finally the decoupled data for user 1 is estimated as
(2.35)
2.6 Performance Analysis
d(l) (2i) V i =2i
d(l) (2i + 1) V i =2i +1
(2.36)
The purpose of this section is to prove, in terms of SNR, that the multi-user system does
not have any performance loss with respect to the single user system. The reader is
directed to [6] which details the proof of the diversity for the multi-user system. It is
shown in [6] that the multi-user system achieves the same diversity order as the single-
user system.
The expression for the single user case after unitary combining is given in (2.24). Using
[l7; 772 ] ~ U H [ n(2i) n(2i +1)] and xp ~ FN xp V ,u=1,2 , (2.24) can be written as
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. H [ y(2i) ] [DJ2-(1) - U -
~ - y(2i + 1) - 0
(2.37)
By recalling that xCi) =8dCi) and using the definition A ~ D 12 FN8, the decoupled
expression for the i'b received block after the zero forcing equalizer reduces [5] to
[(AHAr' AIIJ.Z(i)= d(i) + [(AIIAr' AHJ.i](i). (2.38)
Let us define the zero forcing equalizer as A~ (AllArAil .By considering only a
single data bit, d(n), we can write
A(n)-z(i) = den) + A(n)i](i) (2.39)
where the index A(n) represents the entire nIb row of the matrix A. If we define the
new noise term as T!(n) = A(n)i](i) , then expectation of the signal to noise ratio




- E[ITJ(n)1 2 J·
(2.40)
For the multi-user case, the overall expression after unitary combining is given by
(2.31). The properties of a unitary operator are given in P.3 of Appendix A. The
following two expressions can be easily verified.
(2.41)
(2.42)
This implies that W is unitary. The multi-user output after unitary combining is given
by (2.29). defining A(I) ~ D~~)FN8,we get the decoupled expression for user 1 as
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. .... fi· - (1) .0. (A(I)HA(I) )-1 A(l)HAgain, by consIdenng a smgle data bIt for user 1, and de mmg A =




2 users E[ 7J; (n)7J; (n)']
E[ld(!) (n)1 2 ]
- E[I~(n)12J
(2.43)
Equations (2.40) and (2.43) are equivalent. Using this result and derivation for the
overall diversity gain given in [6] it can be concluded there is no perfonnance loss that
occurs in tenns of diversity and SNR when extending to the multiple- access system for
sub-optimal zero forcing receiver. In the next section, through simulation results, it is
proven that this property still holds for the sub-optimal MMSE receiver derived m
section 2.6 and no performance loss is incurred for the multi-user case.
2.7 Simulation Results
In this section we compare the single and multi-user MMSE systems. The single user
system is the same as in [5] with two transmit antennas and a single receive antenna.
The block length of R = 14 is used. The channel length is set to L = 2 , with the channels
between the transmitter and receiver assumed to be independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d), Gaussian, with covariance matrixI L+1 /(L+1). The receiver assumes
knowledge of the channel state infonnation (CSI). We also assume quasi static fading.
QPSK constellation is employed. The zero padding cyclic prefix described in section
2.4.4 is used. All the above mentioned simulation parameter are the same as that used in
[5]. This is done so that a comparison of the computer simulation can be done to verify
that our results are the same as that in [5]. For the multi-user case, the system consists of
two users each equipped with two transmit antennas and one receive antenna as shown
in Fig. 2.2 is used. The SNR is defined as the average symbol to energy ratio at the
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receiver. Since we are dealing with block transmission, we use frame error rate (FER).
Fig. 2.4 shows the FER performance of the MMSE based receiver for both one and two
user systems. The results for the single user system are exactly the same as in [5] which
verifies our simulation model. Although the proofs given in section 2.6 and [6] were
derived for the optimal receiver, the results shown in Fig 2.4 clearly show that sub-
optimal MMSE receiver does not incur any performance loss. This important result is
not provided in [5].
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We have derived the single carrier block transmission for a multiple access channel. In
section 2.7, it was proven that the multi-user system does not incur any performance
loss in terms of diversity and SNR. The simulation results provided shows that this is
valid for a sub-optimal algorithm such as the MMSE. Although, for most of this
chapter, the example of two receive antennas and two users was used, the technique can
be extended to any number of users and receive antennas. Throughout this chapter we
assumed the case where the receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel conditions. In
the next section we will look at non-coherent detection where, due to the mobility of the
user, the channel condition is selective in both frequency and time. The receiver has to
perform equalization/decoding without the knowledge of the CSI.
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RLS BASED ADAPTIVE RECEIVER FOR JOINT EQUALIZATION
AND INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the low-complexity adaptive receiver, based on the recursive
least squares (RLS) algorithm, that has been designed for space-time block-coded
(STBC) transmissions over frequency-selective fading channels with rapid variations
[8], [9]. The space-time block coded structure is exploited to reduce the complexity of
the RLS algorithm to that of a least mean squares (LMS) algorithm. The perfonnance of
the adaptive receiver is compared to the system with perfect channel state infonnation
(CSI) to give a measure of the penalty associated with this receiver. In addition, the
effect of the forgetting factor in the RLS algorithm is provided in the simulation results.
These two aspects are not covered in [8] and [9].
Next generation broadband wireless channels are expected to provide users with high-
speed data transmission capabilities to bring the dreams of wireless internet access,
multimedia services and mobile computing features much closer to reality. Increasing
the system capacity without requiring additional power and bandwidth has become a
major tool in ensuring the availability of the scarce spectral resource.
In this respect, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have been proven to
significantly increase the capacity in rich scattering environments. In particular, STBC,
which was first introduced in [1] and later generalized in [2], is an attractive MIMO
technique due to its simple linear processing and lack of additional bandwidth and
transmission power requirements. The Alamouti scheme, which is a special case full
rate STBC with two transmit antennas and one receive antenna, is in-fact adopted in
WCDMA and CDMA2000 standards. However, broadband wireless channels introduce
random attenuations and delays to the transmitted signals and, due to the increased data
rates, cause inter-symbol-interference (ISI) at the receiver. Such channels are tenned
frequency-selective or broadband channels. The Alamouti scheme was originally
designed for narrow band flat fading channels. The first extension of STBC to
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broadband channels was presented in [3] with the so-called time-reversal (TR) STBC.
This scheme does not handle the ISI problem at the start and end of each block burst. To
cater for the ISI in the start and end of each burst, the single carrier frequency domain
equalizer (SC-FDE) schemes with zero post-fix [4] and cyclic prefix [7] were
developed. These schemes are generalized in [5], which bench marks the single carrier
STBC in frequency-selective channels. The SC-FDE has two main advantages over the
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) counterpart, namely, lower peak-
to-average ratio (PAR) and reduced sensitivity to carrier frequency errors.
All the above mentioned receIvers reqUIre channel state information (CSI) at the
receiver. One approach is to use training sequences embedded in each block to estimate
the CSI. This, however, results in increased system overhead. In addition to this, the
mobility of the users may cause the channel impulse response to vary rapidly and hence
the quasi-static assumption of the channel becomes void. The use of longer blocks,
which is required to reduce the system overhead in such training based schemes, can not
be practical in such cases. This motivates the development of an effective low-
complexity adaptive receiver with fast tracking abilities [8], [9].
The results In [8] show the performance of the algorithm for vanous Doppler
frequencies. However a proper method for designing various parameters for the
receiver, such as block size, forgetting factor and re-training interval, are not presented.
By comparing the system performance to a system with perfect CSI we give a measure
of the actual tracking performance of the adaptive receiver. Motivated by this, we
provide simulation results when varying various parameters of the algorithm and
compare the results to the system with perfect CSI. This provides a tool to design all the
above mentioned parameters. Furthermore, an indication of how various parameters can
be adjusted to achieve near "perfect CSI performance", which is the best case
performance, can be determined.
A high data rate channel with high mobility users must be modelled in order to test the
performance of such a receiver. The third generation TDMA cellular standard is known
as enhanced data rates for global evolution (EDGE). EDGE results in a challeno"ina
<::> <::>
equalization problem due to the use of 8-PSK modulation and general non minimum-
phase characteristics of the typical urban (TU) channel. The Gaussian minimum shift
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keying (GMSK) filter at the transmitter also adds additional ISI. Furthermore, when in
the presence of high mobility users, the channel becomes selective in both frequency
and time. Such a channel is widely used in many journals and papers [5,6,8,17] in order
test the performance of various receivers. The model used to represent this channel,
which is not comprehensively explained in literature, is also provided in this chapter.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 details the SC-FDE in terms
of cyclic prefix used and decoding designs in an MMSE sense. Section 3.3 describes the
adaptive receiver for training and tracking mode developed in [8]. The simulation
results are provided in section 3.4, while conclusions are drawn in Section 3.5. It should
be noted that the same parameters and simulation environment as [8,9] are' used in
section 3.4 to verify that the results are the same, hence giving integrity to the
simulations.
3.2 Single User Transmission
In the description to follow, it is assumed that each user is equipped with two transmit
antelmas and the receiver has a single antenna. Let the N -symbol block including
cyclic prefix (CP) transmitted from the first and second antennas at block time 2i be
given by XI and x2 ' respectively. At block time 2i +1, permuted conjugate versions,
-PX; and Px;, are sent from the first and second antennas, respectively. This is given
by (2.12) in chapter 2. Assuming the original data sequence length and channel length is
Rand L, respectively, the permutation matrix P is a circular reversal matrix given by
1 0 ... 0
(3.1)
o 1 ... 0
Note that this is a special case of the AP-CP transmission described in section 2.4.3 and
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wpere n(k) is the noise term which is assumed zero mean Gaussian with white power
spectrum, and HI (k) and H
2
(k) are the circulant channel matrices from antenna one
and two, respectively, to the receive antenna. Note that the index k for the channels is a
key difference between (3.2) and (2.16) in chapter 2. This implies that the channels are
not assumed to be quasi-static. The circulant channel results from the addition of the
cyclic prefix of length L described in section 2.2.
Next, applying the N x N DFT matrix FN , given by (2.6), to the received sequence we
get
(3.3)
matrices of HI(k) and H 2 (k) ,respectively. Using the properties ofDFT, the terms for
the 2i +1 block can be written as
XI (2i +1) = -X; (2i),
X 2 (2i +1) = X~ (2i).
Combining (3.3) and (3.4), we get
y=( Y(2i) J-(AI A2 J.(XI (2i)J ( N(2i) I







It should be noted that the choice of the permutation matrix in (3.1) alleviates the need
of post multiplying the received sequence by P as in [5] (also see (2.15». It is clear,
from the Alamouti-like diagonal channel matrix in (3.5), that by forming the unitary
matrix,
(3.6)
the data sequence can be decoupled by the following unitary operation,
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oJ.( Xl (2i) J+ N,




A;) and N~AH[N(2i) N"(2i+l)f· Next we define the
minimum mean square estimator (MMSE) equalizer [8] as
A~(AHA+_1_1, )-1
SNR _N
The SNR at the receiver is given by SNR=(r; / CJ~, where CJ\I" is the covariance of
noise, CJ
x
























Fig. 3.1 Block diagram for the single user adaptive receiver with two-transmit one-receive antennas
The interference cancellation and equalization technique described in the previous
section requires the knowledge of the channel state infonnation (CSI) at the receiver.
This is usually accomplished by the addition of training (pilot) sequence to each
transmitted block in order to estimate the channel, at the expense of addition bandwidth
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requirement. In order to decrease the overhead requirements, such pilot aided schemes
will require longer blocks which become impractical in channels with fast variations.
Furthennore blind channel estimation based on second [11] and higher order statistics
results in higher complexity and is not suitable for onIine implementation.
Hence the need of an online adaptive receIver under such conditions becomes
imperative. The RLS algorithm provides fast tracking and, due to the special quadtronic
structure of space- time block codes, the complexity can be reduce to that of an LMS
algorithm. The overall adaptive receiver is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Defining the combined matrix of the MMSE in (3.9) as B ~ AA H , it can be shown that
this matrix has an Alamouti (quadtronic) structure i.e.
(3.10)
where the entries of B, the block size N ,are given by
{ }
N-I
B d· 1 •= mu ·AI t> i>
Aa (n, n)+ ljSNR 1/;0
{ }
N~
B 1 = diau 1 .A
- t> Ao(n, n)+ ljSNR 1/;0 z·
Hence (3.9) can be written as
(3.11 )
(3.12)
This can be rearranged into the following fonn.
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The vectors El and E
2
contain the diagonal entries of B] and B2 , respectively. The
key point is the manner in which the quadtronic structure is maintained in the derivation
(3.13), which is in the form of the RLS problem [15,16]. The adaptive RLS solution is
now applied. The equalizer coefficients E are adaptively updated for every two blocks
using the following recursion:
E(2i + 2) = E(2i) + Q(2i + 2)U H (2i + 2)[D(2i + 2) - U(2i + 2)E(2i)] , (3.14)
where
Q(2i + 2) =A-I [Q(2i) - A-IQ(2i)U(2i + 2),
x (I
2N
+ A-IU(2i + 2)Q(2i)UH (2i + 2)rU H (2i + 2)Q(2i)]'
It is easy to see that the inverse term in (3.15) is given by a diagonal matrix
-I (8(2i + 2) 0 J(I2N + A-'U(2i + 2)Q(2i)U H (2i + 2)) = 0 0(2i+2) .
D(i) is referred to as the desired response and is given by,
(3.15)
(3.16)
U(2i + 2) = (
XI (2i + 2))
• , for training
X 2 (2i + 2)
(
XI (2i +2)J
_ * , for decision-direct tracking.
X 2 (2i + 2)
(3.17)
The parameters of the algorithm are initialized as follows: E(O) =0 and Q(O) =5I2N '
with 5 being a large number (usually"'" 106 [15]). A is called the forgetting factor and
can be in the range [0,1] . Using a smaller forgetting factor will result in faster
convergence of the RLS algorithm. However this may result in numerical instability
when dealing with systems with higher channel variations. It therefore becomes obvious
that careful selection of A is required and is further discussed in the next section.
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The adaptive receiver operates in two modes. [XI (2i + 2) X; (2i + 2)rdenotes the
pilot block during training mode and [XI (2i + 2) X; (2i + 2)rdenotes the slicer output
of the received data during the decision direct mode as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Q(2i + 2) has the following diagonal structure.
(
T(2i + 2) 0 J
Q(2i +2) = 0 T(2i + 2) .
The recursive updates of T(2i + 2) is given by
T(2i + 2) = )(.-1 (T(2i) - A.-IT(2i)Q(2i + 2)T(2i)),
where
Q(2i + 2) = 0(2i + 2)diag (IY(2i)1
2
+ IY(2i + 1)1
2
) .
The diagonal matrix 0(2i + 2) in (3.16) is given by




Finally the RLS equalizer is then given by
(
T(2i + 2) 0 J
E(2i + 2) = E(2i) + U H (2i + 2) x
o T(2i +2)







At first glance the RLS algorithm may appear computationally complex, due to the
number of matrix inversions required in the algorithm. However, due to the quadtronic
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structure of YU) and the diagonal structure of TU) , the matrix inversions in (3.21) and
(3.22) are in fact scalar inversions. This results in the algorithm giving an LMS
complexity. The EDGE simulation environment is used to test the performance of this
adaptive receiver. The EDGE environment poses a challenging equalization problem
due to the increase in data rate from the previous 2G and the presence of additional ISI
due to the GMSK filter at the transmitter. However, proper documentation for this
model is not provided in [5,6,8,17]. We provide the description of the EDGE simulation
environment in terms of the TU channel next.
3.4 Simulation Environment
Table 3.1 A typical urban (TU) channel model
Delay (psec) 0.0 0.2 0.5 1.6 2.3 5.0














Tap delay ( in symbols)
2
Fig. 3.2 Equivalent CIR for a TU channel with GMSK pulse shaping
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The EDGE TU channel with 8-PSK modulation is considered. Equalization for EDGE
poses a challenging problem due to the use of 8-PSK modulation unlike its predecessor
that uses binary modulation in GSM. The TU channel impulse response generally has a
non-minimum phase characteristic and the GMSK transmit filter used to combat this
adds additional IS1. The delay profile of the TU channel given in [7, 8, 9] is presented in
Table 3.1.
The transfer function for the GMSK filter is given by
het) = 1 exp[-~[~J2],
~2Jra1', 2a- 1',
(3.24)
where a symbol duration of 1', =3.69 /-is and a =0.3 is proposed in 3rd generation
TDMA cellular standard EDGE (2.5G). The overall TU channel impulse response (CIR)
after GMSK pulse shaping is given is Fig. 3.2.
From Fig. 3.2, the overall channel has a length of four symbols and hence the channel
memory is L =3. All channels are assumed independent. The performance of the RLS
algorithm is shown for different frequencies. The lakes model is used to generate the
Rayleigh fading coefficients. All taps are assumed independent and identically
distributed (iid.) Gaussian.
3.5 Simulation Results
The main purpose of this section is to show a design tool that can be used to select
various parameters for the RLS algorithm. Such a tool is not provided in [8]. Being
consistent with the EGDE standard, each user has two transmit antennas with 8-PSK
constellation. A data rate of 271kSymbollsec is used. The effect of varying the Doppler
frequency, re-training rate and block size are discussed in subsections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
The forgetting factor, A, is set to 0.95 for these two subsections. We use the same
settings in [8] for the simulation to verify that our results match that in [8]. In 3.5.3, we
investigate the effect of varying A which is also not provided in [8].
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Fig. 3.3 shows the performance of the RLS algorithm at different Doppler frequencies
as compared to the system with perfect CSI. A data block size of 32 symbols plus three
cyclic prefix symbols is used. The algorithm is re-trained after 50 data blocks. These are
the same parameters that are used in [8,9]. Our simulation results are the same as the
results presented in [8,9]. This also implies that the channel model described in section
3.4, and used for the simulations in [8] is correct.
...
. - - ... -
-....0;"'5"-- Fd = 10Hz
---183-- Fd = 20Hz
--Eo::r-- Fd =30Hz





-.: . .: _. --=
.. - . ----- - -_.- ---
25
Fig. 3.3 Effect of Doppler frequency on the performance of RLS algorithm.
From Fig. 3.3 it is clear that the gap between the result for the algorithm and that of
perfect CSI decreases as the Doppler frequency decreases. This shows that the
algorithm suffers in channels with faster variations. For example, in Fig 3.3, the
performance penalty when comparing a frequency of 40Hz and 10Hz is considerable
and a more robust algorithm is clearly desired.
The RLS implementation of the linear MMSE receIver suffers from the followina
b
numerical problem [14]. The recursive estimates of eu) and nu) in (3.21) and (3.22),
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respectively, contain the inyersion square of the received data matrix Y(i). From the
two equations, the condition number is the square of the condition number of the
received data matrix and hence twice the dynamic range is required in numerical
computation. A solution to decrease the dependence on the condition number is
described in chapter 5. The next subsection describes the effect of varying the retraining
frequency and block size on the overall system performance.







-+_. Perfect CSI N=32
--...8- Fd = 40Hz. N=16. Re-training after 25 Blocks
-e- Fd = 40Hz. N=32. Re-training after 25 Blocks




Fig. 3.4 Effect of block size and re-training interval
A smaller re-training interval implies· that the pilot block is sent more frequently. This
prevents the algorithm from converging and hence gives better performance. However,
this also means that more bandwidth is used for the pilot blocks and this makes the
system more bandwidth inefficient. A larger block length implies that the block is more
prone to deep fades and hence degrades the performance of the system.
By decreasing the block length and decreasing the re-training interval, the performance
of the adaptive receiver is improved drastically as shown in Fig. 3.4. With the Doppler
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frequency set to 40 Hz, it can be seen that the performance gap of the RLS system and
the perfect CSI system decreases as the re-training interval and the block size are
decreased. Once again the same parameters as [8,9] are used to verify the simulation
results.
It can be concluded that at higher channel variations a smaller block size with smaller
re-training interval is required. Finally the effect of the forgetting factor, A., that was not
properly described in [8] is given in the next subsection.
3.5.3 The Effect of the Forgetting Factor
10" ~ 20 Hz forgetting factor = 0.5
-e--- 20 Hz forgetting factor = 0.7
-e-- 20 Hz forgetting factor = 0.95
.,
10
15 16 17 18 19 20
EblNo (dB)
21 22 23 24 25
Fig. 3.5 Effect of forgetting factor
Fig. 3.5 shows the effect of varying the forgetting factor, A.. For the simulation, the
block size and Doppler frequency was set to 32 symbols and 20 Hz, respectively. A.
was varied between the values of 0.95, 0.7 and 0.5. It can be seen that there is a
significant improvement when varying A. from 0.95 to 0.7. However the change in
performance decreases significantly between 0.7 and 0.5. Furthermore, a smaller
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forgetting factor causes numerical instability of the RLS algorithm and results in
degraded performance in channels with larger variations [23]. This implies that a
decrease in the forgetting factor at higher Doppler frequencies can result in degradation
of performance.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
The adaptive receiver for space-time block-coded transmissions has been discussed for
the single user case. The receiver does not require CSI. By using the system with perfect
CSI as a bench mark, a method of optimizing various parameters such as block size, re-
training frequency and forgetting factor has been shown. Therefore, depending on the
channel variations present and performance required, values for these parameters can be
designed using the perfect CSI result as a bench mark. . Furthermore, the effect of
varying the forgetting factor which is not provided in [8] is also given in 3.5.3.
From the results, there are two main problems associated with the RLS algorithm. As
seen in section 3.5.2, it is clear that the RLS algorithm requires a smaller re-training
interval to achieve better performance at the expense of additional bandwidth. In the
next chapter, by using a linear predictor and assuming the knowledge of the Rayleigh
autocorrelation function at the receiver, a new bandwidth efficient receiver is proposed.
By decreasing the number of symbols required in the pilot block, better performance is
achieved using the same effective pilot size. Simulation results also show that the
performance penalty of the linear predictor is negligible.
As seen in section 3.5.1, the performance of the RLS receIver at higher Doppler
frequencies motivates the need for a more robust algorithm. Added to the numerical
problems of the RLS algorithm, the form of the recursive updates limits the parralism
and pipelining that can be implemented for the system [14]. These problems are




A NEW LINEAR PREDICTION BASED RLS RECEIVER FOR
BETTERPERFO~ANCE
4.1 Introduction
In wireless communications, the frequency spectrum is a limited resource and motivates
the need to preserve this resource in an efficient manner. In chapter 3, the conservation
of bandwidth by the RLS based adaptive receiver is achieved in annihilating the
requirement of a preamble in every block transmission. Hence, this scheme has a clear
advantage over other pilot-aided schemes that require pilot symbols in every block
transmission.
However, during the so called training period, the adaptive receiver sends an entire
block of pilot symbols before it switches to the direct-decision mode of the RLS
algorithm. Provided that the re-training interval is sufficiently large, the bandwidth used
up by the pilot biock is not significant. The simulation results in chapter 3 shows that
decreasing the re-training interval increases the performance of the receiver. Hence
there is a trade-off between the performance gain required and the bandwidth available
for the additional overhead.
This motivates the need to decrease the re-training interval of the receiver without the
additional requirement of extra pilot symbols. In this chapter, we present a method to
decrease the pilot symbols required during the re-training interval. This is based on a
forward linear predictor algorithm that uses the autocorrelation function of the channel.
The autocorrelation function for several channel models is well documented [18, 19]
making such an algorithm a practical option. Using this knowledge, the predictor
coefficients for the algorithm are derived. Using a forward prediction, the coefficients of
the channel are then derived.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides a brief survey on
the various prediction algorithms that are available, and quantifies the selection of the
linear predictor algorithm for our application. In section 4.3, we introduce the linear
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predictor algorithm [15, 16] that is used to make a forward prediction on the channel
coefficient values. We present the continuous time channel model and the Rayleigh
fadino autocorrelation function in terms of the Jakes model in section 4.4. The Wiener-
:::>
Hopf equation is then derived. The solution to the Wiener-Hopf equation is the
predictor coefficients that are used in the linear predictor algorithm. In section 4.5, the
overall RLS receiver with linear prediction is described. The simulation results are
given in section 4.6. We show that the addition of the linear prediction results in
negligible performance penalty. It is also shown that, by using the same effective
number of pilot symbols for the new system, the performance is improved. Finally
conclusions are drawn in section 4.7.
4.2 Overview of Prediction Algorithms
For stationary inputs, the optimum solution to minimize the mean square error (MSE) of
the error signal is known as the Wiener filter. The design of a Wiener filter requires a
priori information about the statistics of the data to be processed. The optimum Wiener
filter is derived only when the statistical characteristics of the input data match the a
priori information on which the design of the filter is based. When this information is
not known, the design of the filter may no longer be optimum. Under such conditions,
an estimate and plug procedure is required [15]. This results in a two stage process
where by the filter first estimates the statistical properties and then plugs the estimates
into a non-recursive formula for computing the filter parameters.
The Levison-Durbin [15] recursion computes the prediction-error filter coefficients and
prediction-error power by solving an augmented normal equation. The method is
recursive in nature and makes particular use of the Toeplitz structure of the filter tap
inputs correlation matrix. More specifically, explicit knowledge of the autocorrelation
function of the input process and reflection coefficients [15] is required. The estimation
of the reflection coefficients can be obtained directly from the autocorrelation function
of the input process.
The Lattice predictor combines the forward and backward prediction-error filtering
operations into a single structure. The lattice predictor consists of a number of staoes
:::>
connected in cascade, with each stage in the form of a lattice, hence, the name. The
number of lattice stages in the filter corresponds to the order of the filter. Like the
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Levison-Durbin recursion, this algorithm also computes the forward and backward error
predictions recursively.
However, in context of the estimation problem, the initial forward samples of the
channel coefficients can be obtained using a shortened pilot sequence at the start of the
training block. In order to implement the above two algorithms, a post-amble at the end
of the training block is required to perform the backward prediction. To reduce the post-
amble requirement and algorithm complexity, we pursue a forward linear predictor
algoritlun by limiting the number of pilots sent in the same way as [19]. Provided that
the autocorrelation function for the fading model is known, the linear predictor provides
a good solution for the Wiener filter. The simulation results in section 4.6.1 show that
the performance penalty is negligible and hence the performance improvement of using
a more complex algorithm will be minimal.
4.3 Overview of Linear Prediction
4.3.1 Preliminary Definitions
This section provides a summary of the forward linear predictor algorithm [15], [16].
Consider the time sequence [h(O) h(l) ... heM -1)]. The forward linear prediction
of order (window size) M is given by:





where ~(n-1)~[h(n-1) h(n-2) ... h(n-M)r IS the regreSSIOn vector. The
forward predictor vector of order M is given as
The forward prediction error is given by [15]
fM (n) =hen) - hen)
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0vt = [1 -Cl -c2 •••
=[aM.O aM,! aM.2





fM(n) = £~ [!!;~~lJ
=~f!.(n).
The autocorre1ation matrix is given by
R =E[f!.(n-I)f!.1(n-1)]
hen -1)





E[hen - 2)h(n -1)]
E [hen -I)h(n - 2)]
E[ hen - 2)h(n - 2)]
E[hen -I)h(n - M)]
E[hen - 2)h(n - M)]








reM -1) reM -2) reO) (4.6)
The autocorre1ation vector can hence be defined as
r ~ E[f!.(n-1)h(n)]
= [reO) r(1) r(2) ... reM -1)].
(4.7)
Let !-B ~ [reM -1) reM - 2) reM - 3) ... reO) ]. We will use this definition in the
next section.
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4.3.2 Optimal MMSE Forward Linear Prediction
If we define the prediction error of order M in (4.3), the optimality criterion for the
linear predictor algorithm in a MMSE sense [15] is given by





which is the solution to the Wiener-Hopf equation. In the next section, we give a brief
explanation of the Rayleigh channel and provide the autocorrelation function for this
model. We then apply this to the Wiener-Hopf equation in (4.9).
4.4 Continuous Time Channel Model
The received signal for the Rayleigh frequency-flat fading channel is modelled as:
(4.1 0)
where vet) is the transmitted low pass signal, ne (t) is the AWGN noise, het) is the
continuous-time fading process and le is the phase of the fading process. The fading
process is modelled as a zero-mean, wide-sense stationary, complex Gaussian random
process. The amplitude Ih(t)1 has a Rayleigh distribution. The phase of the fading
process, which represents the carrier phase error, is uniformly distributed over [0, 2:r) .
The fading process is a time variant process which makes the fading estimation problem
a difficult one. Added to this is the fact that the amplitude, Ih(t)j, can have a small value
for extended periods of time (this represents a deep fade). Assuming the fading process
is correlated in time, the autocorrelation function is given as:
rPj (M) ~ ~E[h* (t - t::.t)h(t)J.
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A commonly used model to represent the land mobile fading process is the Jakes model
[18]. The autocorrelation function for this model is given as:
(4.12)
where Jo(-) is the order zero Bessel function of the first kind, and Bd is the Doppler
spread of the channel. Other known models include the first and second-order
Butterworth fading models [19J.
4.5 Applying Linear Prediction to the RLS Algorithm
The M'" -order linear forward predictor for the channel coefficients is given by [19J:
A 1 M-I
h~-""hn - ~Cn 11-1'
Ss 1/=0
(4.13)
where hI/ is the channel coefficients, cl/ is the predictor coefficients and Ss is the
normalized energy for the channel. The predictor coefficients are the solution to the
Wiener-Hopf equation given by:
ssrPF (0) ssrPF (1) ssrPF(N -1) Co ssrPF(N)
ssrPF (1) ssrPF (0) ssrPF(N - 2) Cl ssrPF(N -1)
(4.14)=
ssrPF(N -1) ssrPF (N - 2) ssrPF(O) CN _1 ssrPF (1)
where and rPF(n) is as defined in (4.12). The size of the window must be at least greater
than or equal to the length of the channel. For each given tap, we need to get L + 1
previous values. Hence we send a pilot sequence of at least length L +1. We consider
the previously used example of two antennas and one receive antenna considered in









h,~J V Jl =1,2. (4.15)
The received sequence given in (3.2) can be re-written as
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(4.16)
In training mode, the algorithm proceeds as follows. Ignoring the noise components we
get
Y=X·H, (4.17)
where X and H are as defined in (4.16). Since the pilot sequence is known, the matrix
X is reconstructed at the receiver. The length of the pilot sequence corresponds to the
window size of the linear predictor. If the channel length is given by L, then M > L .
The zero forcing (ZF) solution for the two channels is given by [5]:
(4.18)
It must be noted, that there are no DFT and IDFT operations for the training period.
Hence, the tap components required for the initial window of the linear estimator are
retrieved. The algorithm then switches to direct-decision mode which has the DFT and
IDFT operations. We define the diagonal matrices as
/\ ~ FNF~ Hi'
A 2 ~ FNF~ H2 ,
Aa ~ (AlA; +AoA:),
(4.19)
where HI and H 2 represent circulant channel matrices. The tap values, and hence the
circulant matrices HI and H2 , are then estimated for the next block using (4.13), with
the predictor coefficients for the previous window of size M already defined. The
diagonal matrices are then derived using (4.19).
Using (3.11) in chapter 3, we can solve for the channel matrix entries B d B dJan 2,an
hence solve for the channel vector E in (3.13).
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To summarize, the algorithm is implemented as follows:
1. The shortened pilot stream is sent and using H=[H) H 2 ] = (X. X H f .(XH ). Y
the initial estimates of the channel taps are updated.
2. The linear predictor then estimates the channel coefficients for the next block
using (4.13). Hence we update HI and H 2 •
3. By solving Ao in (4.19) and B) and B2 (3.11), the vector channel vector, E in
(3.13), is updated. The values of DU) and T(i) in (3.22) and (3.20),
respectively, are then updated.
4. The RLS algorithm then switches to direct decision mode, until it is re-trained
agam.
The pilot requirement for the system is therefore decreased to the predefined window
size M . By doing this, the system performance can be improved in the following two
ways:
• Provided that addition of the LP does not incur any performance loss, the new
system has a greater throughput than the old system without linear prediction.
This is because, although the frame error rate (FER) for the new system is the
same as the old system, the decrease in pilot requirements increases the overall
data sent. Such an improvement in performance is called bandwidth efficiency.
• It has already been proven in [7] that by decreasing the re-training interval for an
adaptive algorithm, the overall performance in terms of FER improves. By
decreasing the pilot required during each re-train, the re-training interval can be
decreased to get the same number of pilots used up as the system without linear
prediction. Hence the overall system performance in terms of FER is improved.
Next, we present the simulation results for the modified RLS algorithm that includes the
linear predictor. The main objective of the simulations is to verify that there is no
significant performance loss incurred by using the linear predictor. Provided that there
is no performance loss, we are able to increase the re-training interval while still
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maintaining the same effective number of pilot symbols. This is once again shown in
the simulation results.
4.6 Simulation Results
For the simulations, the same EDGE simulation environment with GMSK pulse shaping




The initial set of simulation results are done to show if there is any performance loss
incurred by using the new system with linear prediction. The original RLS receiver is
set with frequencies of 10Hz and 40 Hz. The block size of 32 symbols is used. The re-
training interval is set to 50 blocks in both cases and the window size of the linear
predictor, M, is set to 10 blocks. The new receiver with the linear predictor is also set
with the same frequencies and re-training interval.
:: ~ RLS-LP 10Hz





Fig. 4.1 Comparison of performance penalty with the linear predictor
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Fig. 4.1 shows that the perfonnance penalty incurred is negligible, hence making this an
attractive method of improving the overall perfonnance of the adaptive receiver. The
autocorrelation function in (4.12) is an accurate model for the Rayleigh fading process
used. It is shown in [16J that the forward linear predictor perfonnance is dependant on
accuracy of the autocorrelation function. This is the reason why the perfonnance
penalty is minimal.
4.6.2 Performance Using Equivalent Pilot Symbols
The linear predictor decreases the overhead required by the system during the training
period of the algorithm. Fig. 4.2 shows the RLS algorithm with the training period that
requires an entire block of pilot symbols as compared to the new receiver with linear
prediction that shortens this requirement.










5 10 20 25
FigA.2 Performance of the linear predictor with equivalent number of pilot symbols
The block size of 40 symbols and Doppler frequency of 40Hz are used. The re-training
interval is set to 40 blocks. The window size for the linear predictor is set to 10. In order
to use the equivalent number of pilot symbols, the re-training interval is decreased to 10
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blocks for the new system. From section 3.4 of chapter 3, it was concluded that
increasing the retraining interval increases the overall system performance and this is
demonstrated in the results shown in Fig. 4.2. Therefore, using the linear predictor
improves the performance of the adaptive receiver without the additional bandwidth
requirement. From these results, an adjustment of the window size for the linear
predictor can result in better performance as the re-training interval can be decreased
further. Since M > L, the knowledge of the channel length is required for this as it
limits the window size that can be used.
4.7 Concluding Remarks
We have described a bandwidth efficient method of improving the overall system
performance for the adaptive RLS receiver. The linear predictor decreases the number
of pilot symbols that are required during the re-training period. Hence, the re-training
interval can be decreased which results in the improved performance. The simulation
results also show that there is no additional penalty when using the linear predictor
making it an attractive scheme. The only requirement at the receiver is that the
knowledge of the autocorrelation function for the channel is known. If the channel
length can be estimated, as shown in [23], then the algorithm can be modified to adjust
the window size of the linear predictor accordingly.
The robust property of the RLS algorithm with LP presented in this chapter is the same
as the RLS receiver discussed in chapter 3. In the next chapter, we introduce a QR based
approach that provides a more stable solution. By combining the QR based receiver
with the linear predictor algorithm described in this chapter, a new bandwidth efficient
and robust receiver is derived.
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QR-BASED RECEIVER WITH LINEAR PREDICTION FOR MORE
ROBUST AND IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
5.1 Introduction
In the last two chapters, the adaptive receiver based on the recursive least squares (RLS)
solution has been applied together with the unique quadtronic structure of space time
codes to create a receiver capable of tracking a non-stationary (time-selective) and
frequency selective channel. Although the original scheme proposed in [8] is bandwidth
efficient in that it does not require the inclusion of pilot symbols in every block, the two
key problems identified are as follows:
• There is still the requirement of an entire block of training data to initialize the
RLS algorithm.
• . The RLS algorithm is not robust particularly at high Doppler frequencies where
there is a significant performance penalty. This is evident from the results given
in chapter 3, section 3.5.1.
The size of the training data is drastically reduced by including the linear predictor (LP)
discussed in chapter 4. The RLS algorithm achieves a good steady-state performance in
a stationary environment as shown in [23]. However, when the system of equations is
not sufficiently well conditioned, the performance of the algorithm deteriorates
significantly [16]. This motivates the search for a more robust algorithm that is not
affected to the same extend by the ill conditioned channel. The rest of this chapter is
organized as follows:
Section 5.2 gives a brief literature survey on the various algorithms that are available. In
section 5.3 we introduce the QR transformation and provide the properties of this
algorithm that motivates its use in the adaptive receiver. In section 5.4, we provide a
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brief description of the Givens rotation that is used to implement the QR decomposition
(QRD). Section 5.5.1 describes how the QRD is used to modify the existing receiver to
a more robust receiver. In section 5.5.2, the new proposed QRD receiver is combined
with the linear predictor described in chapter 4. This increases the bandwidth efficiency
of the QRD receiver. Section 5.6 provides simulation results. The results show the
superior perfonnance that the new QRD receiver has over the previous RLS based
adaptive receiver at high Doppler frequencies. Finally conclusions are drawn is section
5.7. To aid the reader, we provide a few definitions that are used throughout this chapter
next.
Key definitions:
Filtering: The extraction of information about a quantity of interest at time t by using
data measured up to and including time t .
Wiener filter: For the stationary inputs, the optimum solution to minimize the MSE of
the error signal is known as the Wiener filter.
Rate of convergence: The number of iterations required for the algorithm, in response
to stationary input, to converge to the optimum Wiener solution.
Misadjustment/estimation error: This is the measure of the deviation of the final
MSE for an algorithm from the MMSE that is produced by the Wiener filter.
Robustness: The ability of the algorithm to operate satisfactorily with ill conditioned
input data.
Stationary process (wide sense): a random process where all of its statistical properties
(mean, correlation) do not vary with time. Processes whose statistical properties do
change are referred to as non-stationary.
Tracking/transient performance: Provides infonnation about stability and
convergence rate of an adaptive filter.
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Steady-state performance: Provides information about the mean-square-error of the
filter once it reaches steady state.
Ill-Conditioned matrix: Matrix that is close to be rank deficient.
Condition number: The condition number for a matrix A is defined as
(5.1)
A large condition number implies the matrix is ill-conditioned.
Smoothing: When information about data at time t is not available, smoothing refers to
the utilization of data later than time t to obtain this information.
5.2 Overview of Adaptive Algorithms
In [28], it is shown that the convergence behaviour of the RLS algorithm is faster than
the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm and is not sensitive to variations in the
eigenvalue spread of the input correlation matrix. However, m a non-stationary
environment, the adaptive filter has the additional task of tracking statistical variations
in the environmental conditions. The LMS algorithm exhibits better tracking behaviour
than the RLS algorithm and in general, good convergence behaviour does not imply
good tracking behaviour.
Although the RLS algorithm is a special case of the Kalman filter, with the latter being
the optimal linear tracking device, the exponentially weighted RLS algorithm has not
inherited this good tracking behaviour. It is stated in [28] that the reason for this lies in
that fact that by incorporating the weighting function in the cost function, the transition
matrix effectively becomes a constant which is not conducive in solving non-stationary
problems.
In [27] the sign algorithm is shown to have several advantages over the RLS algorithm
such as simplicity, high robustness and convenient tracking properties. An extended
version of the RLS algorithm (ERLS) is also proposed in [28].
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However, both of these adaptive techniques are designed for exponential a forgetting
window which smoothes signal variations and thus allow low-complexity update at each
step. However, this is only suitable for slowly varying signals.
The singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm [16] is traditionally used for
subspace estimation. In adaptive filtering, this algorithm usually leads to
computationally demanding algorithms. In [29], a new sliding window adaptive SVD
algorithm base on bi-orthogonal iteration approach is proposed. The complexity still
remains demanding and the sliding window approach presented in [29] is not suitable
for block level transmission.
The QR based decomposition is a well documented orthogonal transformation that is
used in order to prevent a large dependence on the condition number. Such an algorithm
provides a more stable solution at higher Doppler frequencies.
The conventional QR decomposition recursIve least squares (QRD-RLS) method
requires the order of 0(m 2 ) multiplications per output sample [15]. A number of fast
QRD-RLS algorithms have been proposed in [22], [30] and [31]. The fast QR-RLS
algorithms based on backward error, are well known for their good numerical behaviour
and low complexity. These algorithms can be classified based on the type of
triangularization applied to the input data matrix (upper or lower triangular) and type of
error vector (a posteriori or a pnon errors). However, once again the
stacking/windowing operation that is shown in equations (3-5) of [22] becomes
unrealistic in block level signal processing as each entry within the stack will represent
a block ofdata.
In order to use the QR based decomposition for robust performance at high Doppler
frequencies that can be implemented using block level signal processing, we pursue a
QR solution based on the LMS problem. There is no stacking required for this
algorithm. We will now describe the properties of the QRD that makes it a good
solution in order to improve the overall robustness of the system.
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5.3 Important Properties of QR Decomposition
In chapter 3, it was shown that the RLS algorithm achieves the best steady-state
performance in a stationary environment. However, when the systems of equations are
not sufficiently well conditioned, the performance of the algorithm deteriorates
significantly. We therefore use the QRD to improve the system performance under such
conditions. The most important application of QR is to the full rank least-squares
problem which is defined as follows:
Ax=b.
The solution x that minimizes the performance index IIAx - bl1
2
is given in [21] as:
(5.2)
(5.3)
However the condition number of AH A is the square of the condition number of A.
Hence direct computation is usually not advisable. The advantage of using QRD lies in
the fact that computing AH A requires a good dynamic range capability; essentially
double the word size for a fixed-point representation in order not to be affected by an
increase in the condition number. Next we define the Q and R in QR decomposition.
In QR decomposition, an m x n matrix A is written as
A=OR- , (5.4)
where Q is an m x m unitary matrix and R is upper triangular m x n. The QR




Given that y = Qfb and R is upper triangular, then both equations in (5.5) are solvable.
Since Q is orthogonal, IIQII = 1 and IIQ-'II = I[Q T 11 = 1. This implies that cond(Q) = 1, for
orthogonal matrices.
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Since cond(A) 21 for any matrix, this result implies that orthogonal transformations are




cond(A) = cond(QR) = cond(R).
(5.6)
(5.7)
In summary, orthogonal transformations are stable and should be used whenever
applicable. There are several ways of computing the QR factorization. These include the
Gram-Schmidt algorithm, modified Gram-Schmidt algorithm, the Householder
transformations and Givens Rotations [16]. The latter two algorithms are the most
common methods [21]. The Householder transformation is a computationally faster
algorithm. The Givens rotation is more accurate however and is hence used in our
system. Next, a brief description of this algorithm is provided.
5.4 The Givens Rotation Algorithm
The Gram-Schmidt procedure is defined as the sequence of multiplications of A from
the right by upper triangular matrices. However, this form of multiplication is not ideal
to cater for the ill-conditioning problem. This is illustrated next. The Gram-Schmidt
procedure is defined as
ARR ···R =01 2 11_' (5.8)
where R" i = 1,'" n are the successive upper triangular matrices. Inverting the R,
matrices, we get
A=QR. (5.9)
The condition number of the R matrices can be large, especially if A has a large
condition number. Instead of multiplying A from the right by many unstable upper
triangular matrices to bring it to an orthogonal form, we multiply from the left by a
sequence of orthogonal matrices to bring it into an upper triangular form. i.e.
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00 ···0 A=R.-1-2 -11 (5.10)
Q;, i = 1,··· n are the successive orthogonal matrices. Hence, it can be concluded that if
we invert and successively multiply with stable orthogonal matrices, the rounding errors
will not get amplified.
The matrix that rotates any vector in the plane counterclockwise by (), is defined as [15]
(
COS () - sin (}J.
sin () cos ()
(5.11)
By appropriately choosing () a given vector can be rotated into a vector whose second
entry is zero:
The solutions for the trigonometric functions are:
x -y
cos() =~ , sin(} =~




Therefore, it is not necessary to explicitly compute the angle (). (5.13) can be used
instead. The rotations in n Euclidean space, R", that rotate counterclockwise by () in a
specified coordinate plane is given by the following n x n matrix:
I 0 0
0 1




0 ... 0 1
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where the trigonometric fUf,lctions are in the i-th row and j-th column and all other
entries outside the main diagonal is zero. These are the so called Givens (Jacobi)
rotation.s. R(i, i, B) is an orthogonal'matrix.
In summary, by multiplying A by R(i,j,B), the off-diagonal elements of a ji are zero









In this manner one can eliminate all off-diagonal nonzero elements by sequence of
Givens rotations. However, the zero elements may become nonzero again as a result of
further rotations. If done in the proper order, one can eliminate all nonzero elements
below the main diagonal. The order used follows the same format as in Gaussian
elimination [21]. This format is described as follows:
Given a matrix A, start with the first column. Take the first non-zero element below the
diagonal in the first column. Let us say this entry is in the eh row. This entry is
eliminated by left multiplying by R(1, k, B). Then the algorithm proceeds to the next
non-zero element in the first column.
Once the first column has only zeros below the diagonal, the algorithm moves to the
second column and starts to eliminate the entries below the diagonal with matrices
R(2,k,B), with k? 3.
The zeros below the first column are .preserved after the multiplications on the second
column. In general, R(i, i, B) changes only the i-th row and i-th column. Finally, an
upper triangular matrix results by any such multiplications from the left by the Givens
matrices. This is written as
(5.16)
The maximum number of Givens matrices is
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To illustrate the steps for the Givens rotation we provide an example in Appendix B..
Having described the QR rotation algorithm, we will now use this algorithm to modify
the single carrier receiver to a more robust receiver. The error signal defined in 3.23 in
chapter 3 is used to recursively update the new filter output values. Through simulation
results, we then compare the performance of the receiver based on this new algorithm to
that of the RLS based algorithm.
5.5 Modified QRD-based receiver
5.5.1 QRD receiver
We will first describe how the QR algorithm is used to solve the least squares problem.
The least-squares estimator chooses the weight vector so as to minimize the index
performance IIAx - bW .One way of providing a numerically stable solution is by using
the method of orthogonal triangularization just described. The estimation error is given
by
&(n) =den) - U(n)w(n), (5.20)
where den), D(n) and wen) are the desired response, received observations and weight
vector, respectively. The index n, represents the data index. The index performance, X,
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[
R(n)]
Q(n)U(n) = 0 '
where R(n) is upper triangular, then
[
R(n)W(n)]
Q(n)U(n)w(n) = 0 .
Now if we define
pen) ~ Q(n)d(n),
then we get





Hence in order to optimize X in (5.21), we have the condition for the optimal weight
wen) of wen) in (5.26) as [15J
(5.27)
This is the QR solution to the least squares problem. In order to apply the algorithm to
our receiver, we first recall that the least squares problem in chapter 3 is given by
[
XJ (2i)J=( diag(Y(2i)) diag(Y·(2i+l))J.(E1J~ .
~.. .• U(z)E,




where E ~ [E, E 2r is the effective channel coefficient vector after the DFT operation
and UU) is the received observation sequence. Once again we define the desired
response as
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D(2i + 2) = (
XI (2i + 2)J . .
'. ' for trammg
X 2 (2l + 2)
(
XI (2i + 2)J . d" k'_. ,for dlrect- eClSlon trac mg
X 2 (2i + 2)
(5.29)
The algorithm proceeds as following four steps:
1. The channel response vector, E , is initialized to zero
2. Perform QR decomposition of the U received sequence matrix in (5.28). Hence
we get
Q(2i + 2)R(2i + 2)=U(2i + 2), (5.30)
which is computed using the Givens rotation described in the previous section.
3. As in chapter 3, the error signal is defined as
P(2i + 2) = [D(2i + 2) - U(2i + 2)E(2i)].
4. Finally, the recursive update is given as
E(2i + 2) = E(2i) +R(2i +2fl Q(2i + 2)P(2i + 2).
(5.31)
(5.32)
The overall block diagram for the QRD based receiver is shown in Fig. 5.1. The only
modification to the receiver block diagram found in chapter 3 is the addition of the
QRD block. In the next subsection, the linear predictor is added to the QR-based
receiver in order to shorten the pilot requirement for the system.
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Fig. 5.1 Equivalent receiver model with the QRD
5.5.2 QRD receiver with LP
To incorporate the linear predictor, we pursue the exact same steps we described in
section 4.4. Using (4.12)-(4.18), we estimate the initial values for the channel vector E .
The algorithm then switches to direct-decision mode and the values of E are then
updated recursively using (5.30), (5.31) and (5.32).
This can be summarized as follows:
1. The shortened pilot stream is sent and using H=[HI H2 ] =(X .XHr· (XH).y
the initial estimates of the channel taps are updated.
2. The linear predictor then estimates the channel coefficients for the next block
~ 1 M-J
using hn ~ - I c;hn _ 1 • Hence we update HI and H 2 •
Cs 11=0
3. By solving Ao in (4.11) and BJ and B2 (3.11), the vector channel vector, E in
(3.13), is updated. The values of Q(i) and TU) in (3.22) and (3.20),
. respectively, are then updated.
4. Proceed with steps 2-4 in section 5.5.1.
The overall block diagram for the QRD-based receiver with linear prediction (QRD-LP)
is shown in Fig 5.2.
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In non-stationary applications, conventional adaptive filters entail a trade off between
the estimation errors (steady state analysis) and lag errors (tracking analysis). In effect,
adaptive filters are designed to perform well in rapidly varying conditions, perform
poorly when their environment is stationary and vice versa. The estimation error is a
measure of how well the adaptive filter performs in a stationary environment, whereas
the lag error measures the ability of the adaptive filter to respond to highly non-





















U (2i + 2)E(2i)
filter output
Fig. 5.2 Equivalent receiver model with the QRD and LP
In the next section, computer simulations are carried out to compare the performance of
the QRD and RLS algorithms with respect to the tracking (non-stationary) and steady
state (stationary) performance. We then verify through simulations that there is no
significant performance loss when combining an QRD based receiver with the LP.
Finally, we show results of the new QRD-LP receiver and compare this to the RLS
receiver in [8]. These results summarize our achievements by showing how the new
QRD-LP receiver outperforms the RLS receiver in terms of bandwidth efficiency and
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The EDGE simulation environment that has been described throughout this dissertation
is used once again. The main purpose of the simulation results is to investigate the
following:
• Performance at high Doppler frequencies.
• Tracking and estimation error performance.
• Performance of the QR receiver with linear prediction.
5.6.1 Performance at High Doppler frequency
The main problem associated with -the RLS algorithm IS its lack of robustness
particularly at high Doppler frequencies. To achieve better performance at higher
Doppler frequencies, an adaptive QRD based receiver is derived in section 5.5.1.
--------------------
--~~--~~-~~---~~---~-~--------~--------------~--------------~--------------~








Fig. 5.3 Simulation results to verify the robust property of the QRD algorithm
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Fig.5.3 shows the robust pr~perty of the new receiver as compared to the RLS based
receiver. The Doppler frequency of 100 Hz is used. The block size and re-training
interval is set to 96 blocks and 50 blocks, respectively.
Hence, by using the orthogonal transformation described in section 5.4, the extent to
which the ill-conditioned problem affects the estimates is reduced and hence the overall
performance at high user mobility is improved.
5.6.2 Tracking and Estimation Error Performance
The theoreticallag and estimation error expressions for the weighted RLS algorithm are
shown in [23]. An approach similar to that shown in [25] can be used to derive the
tracking expressions for the QR based receiver to prove theoretically that the QR
algorithm has better tracking performance. However, this is not pursued in this
dissertation. The purpose of the next set of results is to compare the tracking err.or and
estimation error performance as the Doppler frequency is varied.
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Fig. 5.4 Simulation results of the QRD and RLS algorithms for different Doppler frequencies
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Fig. 5.4 shows the results at Doppler frequencies of 60 Hz, 40Hz and 0 Hz. We choose
60 Hz and 40 Hz to compare the tracking performance of the two algorithms at lower
frequencies. The result at 0 Hz is used to compare the estimation error performance of
the two algorithms. The block size and re-training interval is set to 96 bits and 50
blocks, respectively.
The QRD based receiver provides a more robust solution as shown in the results for the
Doppler frequencies of 60 Hz and 40 Hz. The results imply that the QR based solution
has a better lag error or tracking performance than the RLS based receiver. The results
at 0 Hz for both algorithms also show that the estimation error or steady state
performance of the RLS algorithm is better than that of the QR based algorithm.
The RLS algorithm provides a better steady state performance. Since there are no
transformations involved in this algorithm, the estimate error for the RLS algorithm in a
stationary environment is more accurate than the QRD based approach. This is shown in
Fig 5.4 for the Doppler frequency of 0 Hz where the RLS algorithm outperforms the
QRD based receiver.
In order to further improve the performance of the receiver, the linear predictor is
combined with the QR based algorithm. The performance improvement can be achieved
in two ways, namely the bandwidth efficiency and the FER performance as mentioned
in section 4.3.
The next sub-section presents the simulation results that show these two performance
improvements.
5.6.3 Performance of the QRD-LP
For the first set of simulations, the block size is set to 96 bits. The Doppler frequency of
60 Hz is used. The re-training interval is set to 50 blocks. The channel model and signal
constellation is the same as before. The result in Fig. 5.5 shows that the addition of LP
does not affect or hamper the performance to a significant extent. This emphasizes that
the LP is an attractive method to shorten the preamble system requirements.
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In order to verify this, we compare the QR receiver with fixed pilot symbols, and the
QR-LP receiver with equivalent number of fixed pilot symbols.
Fig. 5.5 Comparison of QRD and QRD with LP at 60 Hz
For the second set of computer simulations, the block size and Doppler frequency is set
to 120 bits and 60 Hz, respectively. The re-training interval is set to 40 blocks for the
RLS and QR algorithms. The window size for the linear predictor is set to 40 bits and
hence the equivalent re-training interval for the QR-LP is set to 10 blocks.
As opposed to its RLS predecessor, the new QR based receiver provides a more robust
solution at higher frequencies. Combining the linear predictor with the QRD based
receiver results in decreasing the preamble requirements. This in-turn allows the system
re-training interval to be decreased, hence increasing the overall receiver performance
as shown in Fig.5.6. Hence the results show a superior performance improvement for
the new QRD-LP receiver when compared to its RLS counterpart.
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Fig. 5.6 Overall modified QRD-LP receiver versus RLS receiver
5.7 Concluding Remarks
The emphasis of this chapter is to provide a more robust alternative algorithm for the
adaptive receiver in [8] to perform joint interference and equalization at high Doppler
frequencies. This is achieved by using a new algorithm based on QR orthogonal
transformation.
The second part of this chapter combines the QRD based receIver with the linear
predictor derived in chapter 4 to increase the overall system performance by decreasing
the re-training interval of the adaptive algorithm. This results in a receiver that offers
stable performance at high frequencies and better overall performance as opposed to its
RLS counterpart.
While the RLS based receIver provides an approach that does not require CSI
estimation and hence reduces system overhead, the new QRD-LP based receiver





This dissertation focuses on the single carrier frequency domain (SC-FD) transmission
schemes that exploit the space time block code (STBC) structure to provide
computationally cost efficient receivers in terms of equalization and channel estimation.
This scheme provides a coded transmit antenna diversity to improve the performance
and capacity of single and multiple users in a wireless communications system without
sacrificing system power or bandwidth. As shown in [38], [37] and [13], SC-FD STBC
can be combined with DS-CDMA to provide a powerful downlink scheme that enables
maximum antenna and spatial diversity.
Antenna diversity can improve system reliability without added system power or
bandwidth requirements. The use of such diversity is particularly useful in downlink for
cellular systems where receive diversity is not effective.
In chapter 1, under literature survey, the importance of CDMA, which is employed in
the current 3G standard, is mentioned. The main problems highlighted for the current
CDMA standard includes multi-user interference (MUI), fading and multi-path
propagation. This motivates the extension of the original SC-FC to the multi-user
environment in order to investigate the MUI effects for this scheme. Furthermore, the
problem of time and frequency selective fading is further aggravated in high mobility
and high data rate users. Hence an adaptive receiver that is able to track such variations
without sacrificing the complexity, bandwidth and power requirements is clearly
desired.
In Chapter 2, we have derived the single carrier block transmission for a multiple access
channel. In section 2.7, it was proven that the multi-user system does not incur any
performance loss in terms of diversity and SNR. The simulation results provided shows
that this is also valid for a sub-optimal algorithm such as the MMSE. Hence, we prove
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that the SC-FD STBC is suitable for extension to the multi-user system. This is an
important result because such an extension improves the data rate for the overall system.
Chapter 3 describes the adaptive receiver for STBC transmission. This is done for the
single user case. This receiver does not require channel state information (CSI). By
using the system with perfect CSI as a bench mark, a method of optimizing various
parameters such as block size, re-training frequency and forgetting factor is described.
Therefore, depending on the channel variations present and performance required,
values for these parameters can be designed using this method. Such a method is not
provided in [8]. Furthermore, the effect of varying the forgetting factor is given in the
simulation results.
From the simulation results, two main problems associated with the RLS algorithm are
identified, namely:
• The excess bandwidth requirement during the training period.
• The poor robust property of the RLS algorithm at higher Doppler frequencies.
Therefore, in chapter 4, we described a bandwidth efficient method of improving the
overall system performance for the adaptive RLS receiver. The linear predictor
decreases the number of pilot symbols that are required during the re-training period.
Hence, the re-training interval can be decreased which results in the improved
performance. The simulation results verify that there is no additional penalty when
using the linear predictor making it an attractive scheme. The only requirement at the
receIver IS that the knowledge of the autocorrelation function for the channel is
available.
The emphasis of chapter 5 was to provide a more robust alternative algorithm for the
adaptive receiver to perform joint interference and equalization at high Doppler
frequencies. From the results obtained through computer simulations, the new QR based
algorithm is more robust than the RLS algorithm. This is particularly evident in the
results at high frequencies such as 100 Hz. The second part of chapter 5 involves
combining the QR receiver with the linear predictor to provide a overall bandwidth
efficient receiver. The simulation results verify that there is no performance loss
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suffered through this modification. Hence a new bandwidth efficient and more robust
receiver to the RLS receiver is proposed in this dissertation. Although the Givens
rotation described in chapter 5 has a complexity of order O(m"), the so called fast QR
algorithms of order G(m) have been proposed in [22]. Furthermore in order to cater for
high-speed real-time applications, pipelined and parallel algorithms for QR
decomposition are necessary. Coordinate rotation digital computation (CORDIC)
rotations provide a method for pipeline implementation without the requirement of
computing trigonometric functions or square roots [16].
The linear prediction (LP) method described in this dissertation can be added to any
system that requires overhead. Provided that the autocorrelation function for the channel
model is known, the system overhead can be reduced. This is proven in chapters 4 and
5, when we combined the LP with the RLS and QR algorithms, respectively and the
simulation results show that there is no performance loss in both cases.
6.2 Future work
The focus of this dissertation has primarily been on providing low complexity and
bandwidth efficient receivers. In particular, the channel estimation problem is tackled
using semi-blind approach to avoid to high complexity of the blind channel estimation
approaches while still limiting the pre-amble requirements as apposed to the training-
based approaches. Another alternative is to use a time-domain differential space-time
transmit-diversity scheme that guarantees blind channel identifiably from second-order
statistics [44]. Such non-coherent schemes are becoming attractive alternatives in-order
to prevent the increased cost of channel estimation and degradation of tracking quality.
The channel identification problem can be solved using standard factorization
procedures.
The two algorithms described in this dissertation are the RLS algorithm and the QR-
based algorithm. Two areas that need further work are as follows:
• In a practical sense, fixing the forgetting factor for the RLS algorithm does not
cater for the variable channel conditions. A variable forgetting factor algorithm
[20,23] that caters for the non-stationary effects is a more realistic approach.
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Hence the perfonna~ce of the RLS algorithm with variable Doppler frequencies
using such an algorithm is an interesting topic.
• In order to quantify the perfonnance of an adaptive algorithm, steady-state and
tracking analysis of the algorithm must be presented [25]. We have compared
.the perfonnance of the two algorithms using computer simulations in chapter 5.
By using the analysis of the RLS algorithm in [23], and by using the approach
presented in [25] to derive the analyses for the QR algorithm, the perfonnance of
the two algorithms can be compared. This would further justify the results
obtained in the simulation results in chapter 5.
The linear predictor is proven to be an efficient method of decreasing the pilot
requirements during the training period. It is shown that the widow size for this
algorithm is dependant on the length of the channel. If the channel length can be
estimated, such the system shown in [23], then the algorithm can be modified to adjust
the window size of the linear predictor accordingly.
Lastly,. the core of this dissertation has been focused on the use of multiple antennas in
order to provide diversity and hence increase the overall capacity of the
communications link. However, many wireless applications are limited by the size
available and hence the provision of multiple antennas in such devices may not be
possible. Recently [48], a new class of methods, know as cooperation communications,
enable single antenna mobile units in a multi-user environment to share their antennas
and hence produce a virtual multi-antenna system. Hence in this way the transmit
diversity can be achieved. The treatment of joint equalization and interference
suppression techniques in such a scheme has not been discussed and this could be an





P.t Circulant matrices can be diagonalized by the FFT operation.
fI = F H D(h )Ff11 .I fI·
fIH = F H D(l~' )F
J11 .I 11
(A.I)







P.3 Given the following matrix containing the diagonized chaIlllel matrices as
defined in P.t
(A.3)
it can be verified that D H D =12® D~2 . The symbol (8) stands for Kronecker product.
Defining the unitary operator U ~ D [12 ® (D J2 r l J, independent on whether DJ2 is









AN EXAMPLE OF THE GIVENS ROTATION
(Adapted from [21])







Let us define s ~ sin e and c ~ cos ine. Assuming that the first non-zero entries in the






c -s * * * * * *
s c .!. * * 0 * *AI =GjA= =
1 * * * .!. * *
1 * * * * * *
(B.3)
(BA)
Next, we eliminate the next underlined element m AI usmg a new rotation matrix
G2 =R(1,3,B'):
, ,
* * * * * *c -s
0 * * 0 * *A,=GA= = (B.5)_ 2 I , ,
* * * 0 *s c *
* * * .!. * *
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Finally, by defining G3 = R (1,4, e"), the last entry is eliminated as follows:
" "r* * * * * *c -s




* * 0 .!. *
" " * * 0 * *s c
We continue with the second column. Defining G4 = R (2, 3, B)
1
r~
* * * * *
c -s * * 0 * *
A4 = G4 A3 = = (B.8)
l~
* * 0 0 *s c -
1 * * 0 * *
Finally we eliminate the last nonzero element under the diagonal in A4 by defining the
matrix Gs =R(2, 4, e). We get
1 * * * * * *
c -s 0 * * 0 * *
As =GSA4 = = (B.9)1 0 0 * 0 0 *
s c 0 * * 0 0 *-
where the last matrix is the upper triangular R matrix.
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